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To: Members of the Board

From: Office of the Secretary
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Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System on
the above date.

It is not proposed to include a statement
with respect to any of the entries in this set of
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be maintained pursuant to section 10 of the Federal
Reserve Act.
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the minutes, it will be appreciated if you will advise
the Secretary's Office. Otherwise, please initial below.
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Gov. Robertson
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Minutes of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System on

Thursday, December 17, 1959. The Board met in the Board Room at 10:00 a.m.

PRESENT: Mr. Martin, Chairman
Mr. Balderston, Vice Chairman

Mr. Szymczak
Mr. Mills
Mr. Robertson
Mr. Shepardson
Mr. King

Mr. Sherman, Secretary
Mr. Riefler, Assistant to the Chairman

Mr. Thomas, Economic Adviser to the Board

Mr. Shay, Legislative Counsel
Mr. Molony, Assistant to the Board

Mr. Fauver, Assistant to the Board

Mr. Young, Director, Division of Research

and Statistics
Mr. Hackley, General Counsel
Mr. Farrell, Director, Division of Bank Operations

Mr. Solomon, Director, Division of Examinations

Mr. Connell, Controller
Mr. Bass, Assistant Controller
Mr. Hostrup, Assistant Director, Division of

Examinations
Mr. Nelson, Assistant Director, Division of

Examinations
Mr. Landry, Assistant to the Secretary

Messrs. Herz and Drake of Price Waterhouse & Co.

the
-elang on December 7, 1959, Chairman Martin had arranged with Mr.

Reserve Bank capital accounts. Pursuant to the understanding at

lierz
,xesident Partner of Price Waterhouse & Co., to review the accounting

131aactices of the Federal Reserve Banks with respect to capital accounts,

1)ell'ticulerlY as to the need from the accounting standpoint for con-
t J•j
""cY and depreciation reserves. Mt. Herz, accompanied by Mt. Drake,

'per of the Washington office of Price Waterhouse & Co., was present
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for the purpose of presenting to the Board the results of his review.

At 
Chairman Martin's request Mr. Herz made a statement substantially as

follows:

There are really four things that come under the questions
that you have addressed to me: first, paid-in capital; second,
accumulation of earnings; third, contingency reserves; and
fourth, depreciation reserves. Actually, only the latter two
items are ones in which we have especial competence by reason
of our training. On the question of what should be the
relationship between accumulation of earnings and paid-in
capital we have no particular competence. I would like to
?ddress myself, therefore, to the latter two questions, namely,
the reserves for contingencies and the reserves for depreci-
ation.

The reserves for contingencies, we understand, deal to a
considerable extent with contingencies that might occur in
connection with a loss of currency in transit, registered mail
insurance, etc. The experience of the System has been that
these losses have not over the years accumulated to a figure
anywhere near as great as the amount that has been set aside
in the contingency reserves. As I understand the background,
the contingency reserve for registered mail losses has built
.111:1 more or less in accordance with an arrangement under the-Loss_ 1,6,,aring agreement and if there should be a loss the Banks

1 411Lud deal with it out of that reserve and in accordance with
he agreement. As I see it, there could be a loss-sharing
agreement without placing a separate part of capital into acontingency reserve.

The way we feel, and I think this is true of the professiongener
allY, is that a reserve of this type should be provided

!!gainst earnings only if the contingency can be fairly well
measured and if it is fairly imminent. If it is a contingency

at 
does not have a high degree of imminence, one which cannottu

te measured fairly well, or if it is difficult to specify as
e° nature, then we feel there should not be a charge against
jrnings. If, notwithstanding this view, there is a disposition
a° have such a reserve, then I would suggest that there be set
?art a portion of accumulated earnings without making a chargeOr any particular period. In the latter event it would be a
egregation of a portion of the capital, but it would continue
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to be capitalization although segregated and although charac-
terized by a presumption that it might leave the System by
way of a contingency.

The other way of having a reserve is by way of a charge
against earnings and in that event the implication is that
that reserve does not comprise a part of capital. In your
case, the nature of this contingency and your experience has
been such that you have a portion of the capital that has been
separated, but you do not have a conception that really means
that that capital has left the System. Therefore, I would
suggest that you would do just as well not to account for
contingency reserves in the manner in which you are accounting
for them, namely, by making a charge against any particular
Period and setting up a reserve.

If you ask me whether I think the System should segregate
a Part of its capital to meet such contingencies, I would say
Only if you feel there is a strong possibility that there
might in a single period be a charge for a catastrophic loss
more or less equal to the amount you are setting aside. I
gather that is not the situation. Therefore, generallys
peaking, I would recommend against the contingency reserve
and the contingency accounting.

Chairman Martin stated that the meeting was now open for dis-

cussion of the contingency reserve.

Governor Shepardson noted that Mr. Herz had mentioned specifically

the 
registered mail contingency reserve, and he noted that there were

two funds,
one applying to registered mail losses, and the other a more

gelleral fund.

Mr. Herz responded that he felt he was talking about both of the

e°4tingencY reserves. What he had said specifically referred more to
the 

registered mail losses than to the other. However, if the contingency
tor

'which a reserve was established was of a more general nature, then
the

arsguments that he had mmle applied even more strongly to that reserve.
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Governor Robertson noted that one of the alternatives that Mt.

Herz had mentioned was to earmark a portion of the capital funds as a

reserve for contingencies and to have the amount in relationship to the

e°11tingency that might occur, say $1 million or $5 million or some other

8m°11nt. He wondered how capital funds could be earmarked so as to avoid

giving the impression that the fund was for an actual loss, but was

rather a fund set up to meet only a possible loss.

Herz said that this could be done by separating the accumu-

lated A
,.arning s into two figures, a figure of accumulated earnings and

one that would be identified for a specific purpose.

Governor Mills said that this meant a segregation of the surplus

ace°11nt where a section was earmarked to a reserve, but the complete

aurPlus should then be regarded as a general protection to the Federal

Reserve Banks with a segment to be absorbed in risks for which the

segregation was made.

Mr. Herz said that the other way this could be done would be not
tOA4_.

"Li-vide the account, but to indicate in the narrative referring to the

statement that it was the intention of the Board to regard a

the e'ecumulated earnings as being committed to the specific

that it had in mind. This was a little less forceful way of

htlt Perhaps equally satisfactory.

Thc341as' Mr. Herz went on to say that in the event of a loss

Illentione 
d) a charge would be made against past

portion of

contingency

putting it,

In response to a question from Mr.

of the sort

accumulated earnings,
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not against current earnings. This would make a difference in the pay-

ment that would be me to the Treasury which was calculated on current

e
arnings.

Mr. Farrell said that he gathered from Mr. Herz' remarks that

if it were now a matter to be decided, he (Mr. Herz) would rule out

setting aside the $80 million reserve for contingencies that had been

set 1, A,
-P by withholding earnings from the amounts on which interest was

Paid to the Treasury.

Mr. Herz responded that this was correct. As to whether the

c(3atingencY should be a tax deduction or a payment to the Treasury, it

seemed to him that within the discretion of the Reserve Board, the charge

could be made in whatever manner the Board desired. Mr. Thomas commented
that 41,_

point was that if interest had already been paid to the Treasury

°a earnings of the Reserve Banks at one time, it should not be paid again.
He

mAluerstoOd the accounting practices would permit the Board to use

cliscreti-on as to when the earnings were treated for interest payments to
the Treasury.

Mr. Farrell noted that the interest payment had been technicfally

to be

not 
beniad 

e
under the accounting concept in any other manner.

Mr. Herz commented that when the annual payments to the Treasury

1?el'e discussed in this way, one got into the realm of semantics and into

a ri° 111821's land. The System was dealing with this as though it were

an expense for the current year and that the payment could
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interest, but in fact it was not interest. It was more nearly like an

tax--certainly much more like the income tax than interest on

ind
ebtedness if it were considered in the concept of a private organi-

zation. In response to a question from Governor Shepardson, he said he

felt he had perhaps not made his position entirely clear. He would not

Provide for a reserve for contingencies at all. He would not have a

c°11tingencY reserve whether provided by earnings or a segregation of

callital. He would absorb the impact of a loss, when and if it occurred,

84 a charge against the earnings of the period in which the loss occurred,

whether it be an ordinary charge or an extraordinary charge. Even an

extraord _
charge in the annual earnings of the Federal Reserve Banks

Conibined 
Was not a highly material element. So long as the Reserve

SYsteni had
a loss-sharing arrangement, the amount of even a relatively

lalige loss in a period should not have a large effect on any Reserve

13a4k. Therefore, he would deal with it only when such a loss arose.

D°14g that would put it more in the category of an income tax deduction.

14 l'esponse to a co ent by Governor Mills that this would mean that the
Tree.,

-̀ 4-cli Was absorbing the loss that might occur in any given year, Mr.
Herz 

commented that any way the matter was handled, an amount equal to

9° Per cent of the loss or the charge against the real contingency was

ic)111g to be withheld from the Treasury sooner or later.

Chairman Martin then suggested that the discussion turn to the

cillestioa of 
depreciation on plant and buildings.
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Mr. Herz said that his approach to this subject was based on the

earnings statement rather than on the balance sheet. In the accounting

Profession there had been a transition over the years. Thirty years

ago the balance sheet was the approach that got first attention. Now

the thinking was about the earnings statement and not so much about the

balance sheet.

Governor Balderston interjected at this point that this seemed

to be the heart of the question the Board was discussing. The System's

portfolio of securities running to around $26 billion was well supplied

short-term securities. So long as the System stuck to a policy of

tradi„-"g in bills usually it was not likely to experience heavy losses

from the sale of securities dictated by policy considerations even though

the current value of the portfolio computed on market figures might drop
belov

the figure shown in the statement. He wondered, however, in the

event he should be a great drop in the value of securities as measured
by

the market, which would imply large potential losses, in that event

v°111a Mr. Herz still take the same view as to the usefulness of a reserve

for 
contingencies.

Mr. Herz said that up to th
of

thought to the earnings

t4ce°44 ing matter. He had thought

studied the question to some

consideration to this aspect.

stateme

is point he had not given a great deal

nt of the Federal Reserve Banks as an

extent

Howe

some about it and his partners had

. They would be glad to give further

ver, the whole concept of the earnings
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s
tatement in private business was that the corporation shall not drain

it8 assets away from its creditors. This was not as prominent in con-

the Federal Reserve's statement as it was with a private

c°rPoration. In a private corporation, it was extremely important because

the purpose of the private corporation was to make earnings. The Federal

Reserve's annual earnings statement was less important from the stand-

Point Of maximizing earnings than from the standpoint of displaying all 

°f the activities of the Federal Reserve System and what the results

484 been in 
pursuit of its function. If the financial condition of the

SYstem took a turn such as that suggested by Governor Balderston through

s°me catastrophic loss of its assets, it would be much better in his

judOnent for the statement for the Federal Reserve for that year to show

vhat had happened rather than to conceal it. It would be better that

it be shown for that year than to have provided for the loss in some

1311°/' Yes-rs when no such loss occurred. The fact that the loss did occur

i4 a given Year was an extremely important piece of information from the

standp04-
-"lc of the activities of the Federal Reserve and its function.

The at 
was much more important as

the 
central bank than it was as

a statement of activities for

a statement of earnings in any given

Ye4rs Mr. Herz said that it occurred to him that there was something to
be sai

d for not anticipating such losses but for taking care of them

::which they happened to occur. This was because they

important part of the activities in which the Federal

in the
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Reserve had engaged in that year, and he thought that this was something

that the System should be talking about.

Governor Robertson inquired of Governor Balderston as to how

he would charge an actual loss of the type he had described, to which

Governor Balderston responded that he agreed with the approach taken by

Mr. Herz. He had wanted, however, by his question to Mr. Herz, to

c°11firm the fact that with a portfolio of $26 billion, if a loss of the

tY13e he had described were to occur, Mr. Herz' view would still be the

sanle as that he had expressed before. He gathered this to be the case.

Governor Robertson said that he, too, gathered this to be the

case. 
However, he wondered what would be the effect if such a loss

c3ccurre1 and it exceeded the amount of capital and surplus of the Federal

Reserye Banks. Would Mr. Herz show this as a deficit?

Mr. Herz stated that you would have a deficit and this should be

shown.
This would be a germane event to the position of the Federal

Reserve i-n that year. If it could be described accurately in financial
terms

) this was a manifestation of activities that should be disclosed.

Governor Robertson noted that if this happened to a private bank
the

-"A- would be closed because of impairment of its capital.

Chairman Martin commented that this was true but that it also

Itarke
'4 the difference between the Federal Reserve and a private bank.

This
as Part of the difference in accounting procedures to be followed.

A peA

Reserve Bank would not be closed for this reason.
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Governor Robertson agreed with this view stating, however, that

it all came down to the point that the contingency reserve about which

Ire Were talking was just one segregation of capital and surplus, that

the whole of the Federal Reserve's capital and surplus and undivided

Profits was available for use in any way that might be called upon for

caPital account. When Mr. Thomas commented that this was true of private

banks similarly, Governor Robertson concurred and stated that this

ePhasized the reason in analyzing a private bank's capital position for

°nsidering its entire capital funds, not just the amount labeled as

caPital.

In response to a question from Governor King as to whether he

woul
agree with the total capital concept, Mr. Herz responded in the

affirmative. He said that he did not know how to measure the accumulation

Or

alllings against capital and that he did not think the need was

measured by how large the paid-in capital of the

Ilas on the other
to the long_ 

and

Wea the need for

Reserve Banks was. It

side. The question was: What is the policy with respect

short-term securities in the System Account and what

protection against possible losses? The convenience

of Stating earnings in terms of paid-in capital was conventional but it

vas not the measure of the need in the case of the Federal Reserve System.

In response to a question from Governor Robertson as to whether
the

'ederal Re serve Banks needed to have capital and surplus accounts,

Mr.Iierz responded that he did not know, that he thought this was a

on that depended upon the point of view of an individual.
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Mr. Solomon suggested that the analysis of reserves as between

commercial banks and the Federal Reserve might be broken down in two

steps: first, a comparison of how much each felt it should be protected

by 
way of capital and surplus against unforeseen developments and, second,

to what extent was there a difference between the treatment to be given

to commercial banks and to be given to the Federal Reserve in their

respective statements because of the Government guarantee of Federal

Reserve notes, one of the principal liabilities of the Federal Reserve.

Mr. Herz said that he did not know how to compare the Federal

Reserve Banks with the commercial banks as far as capital needs were

e°rIcerneci. The Federal Reserve Bank is an arm of Government. The com-

mercial bank has relatively narrower responsibilities than the Federal

Reserve. Also, the contingencies faced by the Federal Reserve are such

48 to make its position different from year to year.

Mr. Herz then turned to the question of depreciation reserves,

1118.1ting a statement on that subject substantially as follows:

t MY initial approach to depreciation reserves hay, tended
be ve---

ng
ly much like my approach to contingency reserves.% feeli has been that depreciation is a very unimportant

in the Federal Reserve, that it does not have muchbe 
in
on your earnings or on your capital. Some of my

vartners have a little different feeling. We approach this
asigaein against the earnings statement rather than the balance
4,eet. I feel this way more after talking with my partners
.'zit'Zan before. The Federal Reserve, when it considers depreci-
i°n, should perhaps bear in mind that whatever it might

;°. with reference to depreciation should be looked upon as
,etting an example. If you should decide not to do any more
4-roPerty depreciation, that might have an undesirable effect
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Other people. The conception of depreciation has been
Changed over the years. At one time, when costs were fairly
stable, there was a different thinking. It was the inevitable
march to the junk pile that they recognized, but, as you know,
depreciation has been seized on by many people including
legislative bodies as a means of giving many people a tax
break that someone else does not get. It has even been sug-
gested that smell business should be given a chance to take
depreciation two or three times to get a good tax break. But
all of those things come to about this: This System has a
considerable investment in its plant, something like $200

nllion. This plant is depreciating. With the passage of
"-me, its utility diminishes, and with the passage of time

s°rne of it will have lost its utility. Consequently, any
annual statement of earnings and costs should carry in it an
element of cost for the use of these premises which the System
°wns and in which it conducts its affairs. That is the essence
of 

depreciation. So, we feel that this annual earnings state-
ment should contain an annual depreciation charge since that
1-8 due for the property and its use. We think perhaps that
is should be calculated in accordance with convention. That

Is, the costs (or sometimes another measure of value at a

Particular point of time) should be the basis for that annual
charge and the charge should be determined by prorating the
psts over a period of time estimated to be the useful life of

that property. When one gets into property accounting, he
1,-mmediately encounters a great many complications; for example,
L.oes replacement of a roof enhance the value of the property?
011 run into endless problems of smAll decision. In a case

-Like that of the Federal Reserve where depreciation is not an

ZIllement of grave importance, p11 of these details are not worth
1.r.e effort needed to make the fine distinctions. Consequently,
.:_would suggest that (a) the Federal Reserve have in its

statement a depreciation charge, (b) the charge be calcu-
tated according to depreciation convention, and (c) the Federal
:!serve consider the problem of accounting and reduce it to

simple a basis as possible, that is, eliminate as many as
Ps°ssible of the day-to-day small decisions that have to be made.

ai a procedure as that might even bring you to the point ofr
Pting certain conventions for distinguishing between what

140 will capitalize and what you will charge off for expense

nr,:ch might differ from business enterprise. But that would

d.r01) the basic depreciation concept. It would be a

'aetical adjustment in the procedure to cut down on costs,
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useless expenditure of effort, and detailed accounting.

Essentially, I would recommend that the Federal Reserve aim
for maximum simplification. In summary, we would recommend
that you show depreciation in your statement no matter how

small, and that you bring in the maximum simplification.

In response to a question from Governor Mills as to building and

equiPment, Mr. Herz said that buildings of the Federal Reserve at present

vere capitalized and equipment WaS expensed. Depending upon haw the

11°I'd "equipment" might be used, he would say that this distinction was

8e4erallY satisfactory. However, it was difficult to distinguish between

What 
was building and what Was equipment, and there was a great deal of

building equipment about which decisions would have to be made. He would

thi, "". it desirable to reconsider the nature of what the property of the

VaS and perhaps the definitions of some of these items. In

'ellersa, he would continue to capitalize buildings and to charge off

eqlliPment, but he would make a distinction with all equipment as to

whether it belonged in buildings or not.

Governor Robertson stated that he thought he agreed with this

e0
ue

m..
- nt in 

general. However, he wondered just haw this would be done.

If You ,„
-xpense such items as furniture, that seemed to present no problem.

h°14ever, the System were to invest in a costly computer, should that

11°t be capitalized?

Mr- Herz said that he would answer this question in the affirma-
tive) ,

out that on some items of equipment he would want to consider them

raore c

4refullY- In general, he would expense equipment and capitalize
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buildings.
He agreed with the comment by Governor Robertson that the

idea of simplification would include expensing as many items as possible.

In this Way, the expense account would get a charge for the use of the

facilities and also for equipment replacements, for new equipment, for

illairitenance of equipment, and equipment rentals, and all of those things

that could be lumped together as costs of equipment that need not be

caPitaliz ed. There should not be any distortions of the accounts by

re ,
asc4A of such decisions.

coat 0

In response to a question from Governor Shepardson as to how the

f a new roof might be treated, Mr. Herz responded that once the

sYste m under discussion was well established as to what in general would

be calAtalized and what in general would be expensed, he thought it

IT°124 turn out that replacement of a roof or repairs to a roof or other

l'ePairs of that sort would be expensed.

Governor King said that he was in favor of an approach such as

that °Iltlined by Mr. Herz. He thought, however, that in the case of an

for a roof, the amount could be capitalized relatively

"Y and then depreciated over the remaining life of the building. He
thought

this would represent a relatively simple adjustment.

Mr. Herz said that property accounting tended to complicate

Ile then ,
- ,elerred to the fact that the head office building of the Federal

Reserv

e 13aak of New York would have been, under the present procedure,

itself
, and he mentioned public utilities as examples of such complications
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eolzPletely depreciated by the year 1966, and that in 1967 earnings of

the New York Reserve Bank would not show any charge to depreciation,

alth011gh the Bank would have the use of a very good building. On that

134818, the earnings statement of the Bank, according to the approach

he had taken, was going to be very misleading for that particular year.

For 
reasons like that, the System might decide that it would like to

rPorate into any revision of its depreciation accounting procedures

rile
ans for taking care of such situations as the one he cited at the

New York Reserve Bank. The depreciation convention is not for the

PurPose of enabling an institution to replace its plant--you do not

1)r°vide for replacement of plant through depreciation. There are many

Other things that bear on the replacement of plant. For example, for a

l4rge Part of private business, obsolescense has become a great deal more

rtant than the march to the junk pile.

Governor Balderston stated that he understood Mr. Herz' comments

to be
saYing that there was no rational reason for the Federal Reserve

813tem to include depreciation in its statement of expenses, that the

fUridelnerital reason for doing so was the public relations one of retaining

the co
nfidence in the integrity of the expenses and earnings, and of

ettin,„
t a good example for private industry where property accounting is

1141)c)rtant. To illustrate this, he noted that the Federal Reserve had

n° Pricing problem and, therefore, it does not need a correct cost to

14c1
ude the proper amount for depreciation. It does not have any
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income tax to pay. It does not have to aim for funds for

dividends because the dividend is set by statute. The three end-purposes

to be served by proper accounting for depreciation by a private industry

firm thus do not apply to the Federal Reserve, Governor Balderston said,

4c)r had he heard of any arguments that the operations of the Federal

Reserve would be made more efficient because of depreciation. Thus, he

l'r°111d assume that the Federal Reserve had no rational basis for including

dsPre
ciation, and depreciation would yield no result for the System;

rievertheless, there is the problem of setting a good example for others

aaa of 
providing in the annual statement a statement that shows earnings,

bY Bank, that would not be subject to question, since the public

relations angle for the System was dominant.

Mr. Herz said that the answer to what Governor Balderston was

saYirig would be "yes." He was merely recommending that the System
',coat

°rill." He could not say that there had been any other practical

"feet for the System and, therefore, his recommendation was that the

Sstelll conform even though there was no practical worth to the System

Other than to refrain from setting an example that might be detrimental

"zere. To sum up and to put it another way, he would quote from a

l'etnark attributed to Lord Chesterfield: "If it is not necessary to

challge) it is necessary not to change."

Governor Robertson said that to him it was extremely important

that vh
atever the System did in the way of changing its depreciation
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accounting be supported by a rationale that could be explained to anyone.

It should be uniform; it should not be hit or miss. If the System were

t° change in accordance with the recommendation that Mr. Herz had made,

he wondered whether Mr. Herz would give a supporting statement showing

the 
reasons for those changes and why they were in accord with good

accounting practice.

Mr. Herz responded that this would mean an affirmative reason,

e good accounting reason. He thought that the System should have such

4 statement, and he could and would be glad to prepare it.

Governor King stated that in reality the depreciation matter

became difficult because it involved the individual's philosophy of the

SYsteres 
place in Government. Mr. Herz stated that he thought this no

(11°Ibt was so, that you had private property and public property, and

that it became difficult to know just what the exact place for the System

ah°111d be.

Messrs. Herz and Drake withdrew from the meeting at this point,

EI8 did Mr. Thomas.

Items circulated or distributed to the Board. The following

ite 8 which had been circulated or distributed to the members of the

13
and copies of which are attached to these minutes under the

ctive item numbers indicated, were approved unanimously:

Item No. 

tette
Morit 1- to Commerce Bank & Trust Company, Helena,

ane, approving an investment in bank premises.
1
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Item No.

Letter to the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
A2ress1ng the view that section 32 of the Banking
oi" of 1933 would not prohibit directors and officers

Participating member banks from serving as directors
17.' officers of a mutual trust investment fund to be

as Bank Fiduciary Fund of Maine.

Ifetter to the Presidents of all Federal Reserve Banks
ge'rcling additional information to be included in bankktoid 
ing company applications.

Messrs. Riefler and Young withdrew from the meeting at this

Pclint and Messrs. Hexter and Chase, Assistant General Counsel, and Miss

}fart

2

3

/ Assistant Counsel, entered the room.

Assessment on Reserve Banks for first half of 1960. There had

been d
istributed a memorandum from the Office of the Controller dated

December 16, 1959, regarding the assessment to be levied upon the

Federal Reserve Banks for Board expenses for the first half of 1960.
This

memorandum showed that approximately $3,089,500 would be needed for

esttmat ed expenses of the Board for the period indicated, and it was

rec0,—
L"Laended that an assessment of .00232 of the total paid-in capital

6111d
surPlus of the Federal Reserve Banks as of December 31, 1959, be

leiried Upon the Banks. It was estimated that the foregoing rate would

Produce a total of $3,086,115.

Governor Mills inquired whether the assessment figure was based

04 4
-cevised budget that excluded the items that had been discussed at

the m
eeting of the Board on December 14 when the budget was approved.

-LuPression was that the figure of $7,035,618 shown in the Controller's
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memor andum was larger than was contemplated when the Board gave its

aPproval to the budget.

Governor Shepardson said that there had been discussion of

several items, that one item for a clerk had been excluded from the

bwiget in a preliminary review, and that there had also been discussion

Of two other items, one for $15,000 and one for $2,500, and whether they

should or should not be included in the budget. Although there had

been a difference of opinion at the meeting on December 14 as to whether

the 
last two items should be included, he had interpreted the sentiment

Of the Board at the conclusion of the discussion as agreeing to include

them, --with an indication that they should come up for specific consider-

fl by the Board before the actual outlays were made. He had so

instructed the Controller.

Governor Mills said that he was under the impression there were

Other 
items, Possibly an item for around $195,000 relating to a small

bUsiness survey.

Governor Shepardson stated that the larger item to which Governor

referred had been specifically approved by the Board at the meeting

On April 16, 1959, and that the program was moving forward on the basis

°r that understanding. This item, having been approved previously, was

40t snb,
ject to further consideration.

Governor Shepardson went on to say that be found difficulty in

knowin g what to do. He had endeavored to follow what he had thought was
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the Board's wish by having encouraged the staff to include in the budget

When it was prepared all items that might reasonably be needed over the

next twelve to eighteen months. He recalled that upon occasion there

he4 been criticism on the part of members of the Board because requests

had come to the Board for expenditures considered to be urgent or neces-

arlor, or highly desirable, for which no provision had earlier been made

14 the budget. Criticism at that time was based on the feeling that

the 8
tcat should have anticipated the possibility of such expenditures

at the time
the budget was prepared. In the light of that feeling, he

hall instructed the staff to try to anticipate all such needs with

aPProPriate notations as to any tentative items that were contemplated.

14 ,mai
-'oving them, the Board had in some cases provided that proposed

"Peaditures would be subject to additional review by the Board before

they were actually made. Governor Shepardson emphasized that it was

not 1)°8sIble to forecast twelve to eighteen months in advance, at the
time ,,

L,ne budget was prepared, all possible expenditures that might need
tO be

made, and that in any event some requests for supplemental

-4k,ions could be expected by the Board. However, his feeling was
that ,

DY attempting to anticipate items and showing them as memorandum

a41°Illat8 or as 
amounts subject to specific authorization by the Board the

earlier criticism was being met.

Governor Balderston suggested that the problem was haw much

111°11eY t
he Board needed in order to operate during the first six months
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of 196,,v.
He felt that no substantial difference in the year's expendi-

tures would result, whichever way the matter was handled.

Governor Shepardson responded that certain items were removed

from the budget as a result of the Board's discussion at the meeting on

December )A. There also had been discussion of two additional items,* the

:45)(300 item and the $2,500 item, and on the basis of his understanding

°11 the discussion at the December 14 meeting, he had instructed the

Co
atroll er to include them in the budget, but to identify them with a

footnote as being items that were subject to the Board's specific

authorization before the expenditures were incurred. This, he said, he

th°ught was in accordance with what the Board wished, and he recalled

the ,
-omment of Chairman Martin at that meeting that it did not make much

difference whether the items were included in the budget as long as they

were
--v":-LY marked to indicate that they were provisional.

Governor Mills said that he recognized that the two items were

relativpi---J small in dollar anount. His point, however, was that 2111 

items included in the budget gave an indirect consent on the part of the

and approval that the expenditures be made later on. His concept

or a good budgeting procedure was that approval would not be given to

.61.4Y Provi

atene
'8 of such expenditures. His position was that the budget was

Q04trol
and that it should be regarded as such, not as an exercise

Probabilities.
* pro

\rieion for certain business cycle statistics and subscriptions.

sional expenditures where there was any doubt about the appropri-

a

in
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Chairman Martin said that he thought the assessment could be

made on the basis proposed for the first six months of the year, with

the understanding that the Board would take a look at the individual

teras
before the expenditures were made. He did not think it made much

difference which way the matter was handled, and the actual cost would

ec°e out at the same place under either procedure.

Governor Shepardson said that his point was that neither he nor

the staff was sure what procedure the Board wanted to have followed.

Re 14ould assume full responsibility for any errors in carrying out the

t°11rdis intention at the meeting on December 14 since the Controller had

liaised the question with him and he had instructed him to include the

itelas in question, with the footnote as indicated. If the Board

131'eferred, the budget could be rearranged to eliminate the two items in

luestion and the assessment recalculated accordingly. In any event, it

.1°11-141 be helpful to him and to the staff to know which procedure the
Bo

desired be followed in the future.

Governor Mills then moved that the budget be accepted on the

basis _
un which it had been presented in the memorandum from the Controller

With the understanding that the two items about which reservations had
been

exPressed at the December 14 meeting would be brought before the
Board

f°r its consideration before the expenditures were actually incurred,

allci With the further understanding that the assessment would be made upon
the Et

"erVe Banks on the basis proposed in the Controller's memorandum.
This su

ggestion was approved unanimously.
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Messrs. Connell and Bass withdrew from the meeting at this

Possible negligence of a Reserve Bank regarding missort of a

Item No. 4). There had been distributed a memorandum from Mr.

Chase 
dated December 11, 1959, with respect to liability of a Federal

Re8erva Bank for a loss resulting from the missort of a check. President

B°13P of the Philadelphia Reserve Bank, in a letter dated December 4,

1959) presented the question whether the Reserve Bank should resist a

bY the payee of a check that the Reserve Bank had received in the

rd'illarY course of business but which, as a result of a missort by the

Reserve Bank, had been forwarded to the wrong bank with a resulting delay

that made it impossible for the payee of the check to receive payment.
It wn,

noted that the question presented involved a legal determination

as to 
whether the Reserve Bank was guilty of negligence and, if so,

it 
Ilether

was responsible to the payee. The General Counsel for the
ReR

-ve had reached the conclusion that the Bank probably was
le

gallY liable. Mr. Bopp had presented for the Board's consideration
the Po

licY question whether the Reserve Bank should attempt to escape

even if

Vhich 
provtde that

batik fro m which it

ecelDt f

it could do so under the provisions of Regulation J,

"A Federal Reserve bank will act only as agent of the

receives such checks and will assume no liability

or it own negligence and its guaranty of prior endorsements."
The

memo
randum from the Legal Division stated that, should the Reserve
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Bank be considered legally liable, the policy question would be rendered

moot but since President Bopp had requested the views of the Board on

the P0 icy question, a draft letter had been prepared that would express

the view that, as a general rule, a Reserve Bank should not resist a

claim. based on a loss resulting from its own negligence, even though the

legal situation were such that it could do so successfully. Copies of

the letter would be sent to the other Reserve Banks for their information.

Mr. Farrell stated that it was unreasonable to expect that the

Reserve Banks would not occasionally missort checks, that the customary

Pr°csdure was to reroute them as promptly as possible, and in the event
Of a

;̀""tira for loss as a result of mishandling, a Reserve Bank could be

xPected to use its judgment as to whether to rely on the provisions of
the el,

-,eck collection circular and to resist a claim even though litigation

alight
result. In the end, this procedure meant that the question would

be one
for decision by the courts. Circumstances differed with the

Particul

i4 the --L 14ght of all the factors. Mr. Farrell had some doubts whether it

1'148 aPPropriate to try to make a policy decision as to voluntary acceptance

°r lls'hilitY that would be generally applicable in cases of this sort.
For

the

ar instance, and the Reserve Banks endeavored to protect themselves

exell1Ple, if instead of the $3,880 check referred to by President Bopp

4111°unt

/Ilether
the Reserve Bank should settle without

were say $1,000,000, there would be a serious question

a suit.
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Mr. Hackley stated that the Board had left to the Reserve Banks

large degree of judgment as to whether to resist or not to resist

clainis of this nature. He questioned whether the Board should tell the

Reserve Banks how to handle these cases, even though it might be unfortu-

nate f..rom the public relations standpoint for a Reserve Bank to resist

claIs of this type. In Mr. Hackley's judgment, the need for consideration

Of
each case on the basis of the facts applicable made it extremely

diffini
k

,04.
--4-4  for the Board to adopt a general policy as to whether Reserve

444 should or should not accept liability in connection with check

collection operations.

Chairman Martin said that he felt the Board should not get into

the detail
s of Federal Reserve Bank operations of this sort, and he

aQubted that the System should attempt to have a blanket rule on a

question such as that presented by Mr. Bopp.

Governor Szymczak suggested that the proposed letter to Mr. Bopp
be re_

vlsed to indicate that the Board was not prepared to express an

°Pinto,
LL on the policy question since the facts might be different in

each
Case that might arise. He also suggested that it would not be

rieces
sarY to send copies of the correspondence to the other Reserve Banks.

There was unanimous agreement with Governor Szymczak's suggestions.
A

e°13Y of the revised letter sent to Mr. Bopp is attached as Item No. 4.

1:22fr discussion of Reserve Bank capital accounts. Chairman

4r.tin then- referred to the discussion earlier during this meeting of
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Reserve 
Bank capital accounts, stating that, while he did not wish to

rush a decision, he felt it would be desirable if the Board could resolve

the question before the end of this year. He inquired whether the Board

/d-shed to proceed to consider the matter now or whether it would prefer

tO t
ake UP the question at tomorrow's meeting.

Governor Mills stated that he had prepared a memorandum of his

6elleral reasoning on the subject which he would distribute among the

nlenibers of the Board.

Governor Balderston said that he had discussed with Mr. Thomas

the P°ssible effect on open market operations of any action that the
Boaro

- !night take which would result in making a substantial payment to
the Tr.

-asurY around the end of this year, a question that had been raised

bY President Hayes of the New York Reserve Bank, as reported at the joint

Ineeting of the Board and the Reserve Bank Presidents on December 15.

111(3maa had expressed the view that the Trading Desk could adjust its

cl3eratio ns to take account of any payment of the size that was contemplated.

Mr. Farrell noted that a payment by the Reserve Banks to the
Treas

urY of around $281 million would be involved, if the Board were to
act to ,

c-Lose out the reserve for contingencies and to retain earnings

eat to 
maintain surplus in an amount equal to 100 per cent of

ed capital. This would mean, of course, that the payment to
the Tr

easurY for December would include p11 earnings for the year 195914 e,
- of the amount needed for maintaining surplus at the year end

81,11'fici

64hacrit

equal to 
subscribed capital.
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Chairman Martin said that his personal position on the question

Of °Pen market operations was that the Board should not be considering

action with respect to Reserve Bank capital accounts in terms of the

Trading Desk. The Treasury was not aware of any consideration being

given to this question, but he was confident that in so far as Treasury

°Perations were concerned any necessary adjustments could be made or, in

the alternative, operations for the Open Market Account could be adjusted

to handle anY impact that a payment by the Federal Reserve to the Treasury

Inight have on the money market. Further, he did not believe it desirable

for the Board to be in the position of having to explain that action on

the inter_ st.
e  Payment to the Treasury was determined by the effect that

sUch a 
payment might have on the System's open market operations since

it sho
uld be assumed that the Desk could do what was necessary to take

account of a payment of this size to the Treasury. For reasons such as

these ,
' felt that the decision of the Board--and this was a decision

for the 
--"Ila--would be unnecessarily complicated if it attempted to

its action on the effect that a change in Reserve Bank capital
base

13.counta --ght have on operations for the Open Market Account.

Chairman Martin then suggested that the Board plan to meet at
tell. 0,

el°c1c. tomorrow morning for the purpose of acting on the proposed

Procedure for handling Reserve Bank capital accounts, and
there va

s :PL221101 at with this suggestion.
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Governor Robertson inquired of Mr. Farrell whether he was clear

ee to the views Mr. Herz had expressed this morning on depreciation

accounting for Reserve Banks.

Mr. Farrell responded that there appeared to be some uncertainty

e's to the details for expensing or capitalizing equipment but that it

Seem
ed clear that Mr. Herz was talking of a general dividing line that

w°ula continue to capitalize buildings and some major pieces of building

eluiPment and which would expense most equipment. Mr. Herz had indicated

that he would wish to study the details of this but that he had emphasized

the 
desirability of a simplified accounting approach while retaining for

the Reserve Banks the conventional approach to depreciation accounting.

Chairman Martin said that from the Board's standpoint it was

desirable to try to develop a philosophy of an appropriate depreciation

4ce°1111tIng procedure for the Federal Reserve Banks. If this philosophy

were dev eloped, the details did not matter too much.

Governor King indicated that he was favorably impressed by the

1/13Proaph-- presented by Mr. Herz today and that he would be happy if Mr.

Rerz c,
----LA proceed to develop a more complete statement for depreciation

ec°1anti-ng by the Reserve Banks along the lines of his remarks.

All of the members of the staff except Mr. Sherman then withdrew

the 
meeting.

Letter from former Governor Vardaman. Chairman Martin referred

t0 
4
he letters he had sent to former Governor Vardaman on July 23 and
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September 24, 1959, regarding a matter raised in a letter dated July 16,

1959) from Senator McClellan, Chairman of the Senate Permanent Sub-

committee on Investigations. The Chairman stated that he had now received

a letter dated November 18, 1959, from Mr. Vardaman concerning the

matters 
raised by Senator McClellan, that there did not appear to be any

further action required at this point in view of the fact that Senator

McClellan had referred the matter to the Board for whatever handling it

desired/ and that he (Chairman Martin) therefore felt it would be in

°rder to file Mr. Vardaman's letter without further action unless the

(Illeation was reopened by Senator McClellan.

All of the members of the Board concurred in this suggestion.

The meeting then adjourned.

Secretary's Note: Governor Shepardson

today approved on behalf of the Board the

following items:

o4 
Or 

Memorandum dated December 4, 1959, from Governor King recommending
the , ease in the basic annual salary of Doreen Dippre, Secretary to

ov"er nor, from $6,505 to $7,030, effective December 27, 1959.

Item 11, Letter to the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia (attached

approving the appointment of Gordon C. Boop, James P.

e-Lloy Harold E. Ikeler, Jr., and John F. Manning as examiners.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

Board of Directors,
Commerce Bank & Trust Company,
Helena, Montana.

Gentlemen:

Item NO. I
12/17/59

AOORC•11 OfFICIAL OOPIRC•PONOCHOC

TO THE •OARD

December 17, 1959

Pursuant to your request submitted through

the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System approves,

under the provisions of Section 24A of the Federal

'Reserve Act, the investment in bank premises by Com-

rilerce Bank & Trust Company of not to exceed $315,000

the purpose of acquiring land and constructing a:

oul1ding thereon to house the operations of the bank.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,

Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

Item No. 2
12/17/59

AoDFicss orFiciAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

December 18, 1959

MI** Benjamin F. Groot, Vice President,
Pederal Reserve Dank of Boston,Boston 6, 

Massachusetts.

Dear Mr. Groot;

eno,,vsures 
Reference is made to your letter of November Sy 1959, andA. 

as 
En,"4 

". relating to a mutual trust investment fund to be known

4
por_: Fiduciary Fund of Maine (the "Fund"), which is being incor-w_0ed under the provisions of a statute of the State of Maine.4bquestion is whether directors and officers of participating
view flay maY serve as directors and officers of the Fund, in

4ne provisions of section 32 of the Banking Act of 19330

ratio, Briefly, the statute in question authorizes the incorpo-
kediL4 vf mutual trust investment companies to constitute Ha
capa'cT for the common investment of trust funds held in a fiduciary
or m04tY and for true fiduciary purposes, either alone or with one
eompetLe co-fiduciaries, by state banks with trust powers, trust

and national banks with trust powers which are located
the vu! state of Maine. The statute restricts the ownership of
The si718 shares to such fiduciaries in their capacity as such.and ,_atute 

authorizes the bank commissioner to examine the Fund
same 4̀1 l'equirq the Fund to make special reports, and gives him the
he mey°11er to "direct the discontinuation of any practices which
rsepejetendder illeral, unauthorized or unsafe" that he has with
Of the ban s and trust companies, under State law. The assets
1I nts jtInd lilaY be invested only in assets which are legal invest-
ttorie '.41 trustees under State law. There are appropriate limita-
Z$ttato:ount which may be invested in any one corporation,

on the amount of any one trust which may be repre-
A.1.1)411 shares of the Fund vill apparently be imposed under the

11° to be promulgated under the statute.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Mr. Benjamin F. Groot -2-

that 4., From the information presented, the Board understands

for
vile Fund will receive only funds of trusts created or usedbo

be na fide fiduciary purposes; that no shares of the Fund may
treurchased by any institution which operates its own common
and8t fund; and that the Fund ordinarily will permit the purchase4.L redemption of shares only on one day during each quarter of
e

"' Year on the basis of valuations prepared only once each quarter.

It 
will be 

is further understood that the Fund's board of directors
composed of at least one mmber from each participating bank

least 
company, subject to the limitation that there will be at

or 5 and not more than 25 directors; that no director or officer
b theFund will receive any coppensation from the Fold; that a
man will be selected by the Fund as its custodian and investment
boaZer, which bank will have no representation on the Fund's

employ Of directors; that the Fund will have no paid employees, will
andwillno sales personnel, will! undertake no active sales campaign,
iseu imPose no sales or loading charges in connection with the
Per Tilee or sale of its shares (except initia137 a 25 cent charge

lare to recover organizational expenses estimated at ,2,500)0

inthe •a li
The Board also understands that the Fund will not engaget 

1440'0
ssue, flotation, underwritim, public sale or distribution,

stook ale or retail, or through syndicate participation, of any
sale s' bcInds or other similar securities, except the issue and

of shares of its own stock°

be eatabl4A3 your counsel states, the Maine Fund will thus apparently
-Lued and operated on the same basis in all respects as the

interi"cut Fiduciaries' Fund, Inc., and, accordingly, the proposed
ill ma:king relationships between the Maine Fund and member banks
Or 1933e would not be prohibited by section 32 of the Banking Act

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Merritt Sherman

Merritt Sherman,
Secretary.
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Dear sir:

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

S-1721

Item No. 3
12/17/59

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

December 175 1959

aPProval 
This refers to Exhibit D of the form of application for prior

the B , of acquisition of bank shares pursuant to Section 3(a)(2) of
the Holding Company Act of 1956 (Form F. R. Y-2), which requires
who:Plicant to submit information regarding each office of the bank
shown !hares are sought to be acquired. Experience with the form has
raatio that 

are

Exhibit does not, in many cases, elicit sufficient infor-
Propon for consideration by the Board of the competitive effects of the

sed 
acquisiti0n.

has 
been
 In the past the additional information needed for this purpose

its a taied by requesting the applicant to file a:stipplen7r,e', to

and
tionPPlication. This has resulted in delay in the handling of applica-, '
PiliW, has subjected the applicants to the inconvenience com-
acco4 additional information after completing the application in
view 4ance with the stated requirements of Form F. R. Y-20 With a
reoluevallard expediting the processing of future applications it is
as 

noted that, effective immediately, bank holding companies, except
addi4;ded below, be required to include in their applications the

'1°nal information covered by the enclosed description.

.There have been a few cases in the past in which the 
in

 proposed 

whiac" 
l,t,1°n involved only a small number of additional shares 

o_fs- 
a 11_ an K

examIz the holding company already owned a substantial interest,
bank Where °Ile application contemplated acquisition of 13 shares of a
°Ixtst :I  the bank holding company already owned 501 of the 1,5tA,
°b ing shares° In a situation of this kind, the acquisition
Yste17, would not expand the size or extent of the holding company
the add,°12 banks, nor would it have any effect upon competitions and
not be information information covered by the enclosed description need

1'11a-shed.

Very truly yours,

man,
Seer Y

TO IRE 
PRESIDENTS OF ALL FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

Item No. 14.

12/17/59

ADDRESS arrictAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE SWARD

December 17, 1959

R. Bopp, President,
rhil

adelphia
:,e'eral'Reserve Bank of Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

Dear Mr. Bopp:

19592 This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of DecemberReser and enclosures, regarding the question Whether the Federal
Check Bank shoUld admit liability for the amount of a missortedA payable to A. W. Perdue & Son, Inc.

raerriorand
differ „..1,1T of your General Counsel, and the Board sees no reason
resist “.11 hisconclusion that the claim probably .could not beed suo,touulszly in the courts.

The legal question is discussed in the comprehensive
to

°Pinion The Board is not prepared at this time to express an
olay be the policy question raised in your letter since the factsdifferent in each case that may arise.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Merritt Sherman

Merritt Sherman,
Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25. O. C.

Mr. Joseph R. Campbell, Vice President,
Pederal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia 1, Pennsylvania.

Dear Mi. Campbell:

Item No. 5
12/17/59

ADDRESS orrictm. COPIRCIIIPONOENCIL

TO THE •OARD

December 17, 1959

In accordance with the request contained in your
letter of December 7, 1959, the Board approves the appoint—

of Gordon C. Boop, James P. Giacobello, Harold E.
,r, Jr., and John F. Manning, at present assistant

im'r.mlners, as examiners for the Federal Reserve Bank of
'ttiledelphia. Please advise us as to the dateson which

ne aPpointments are made effective.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.
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